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Volleyball Players
Named to All-West
Region Team
by Kim Schnepp
Two members of the Coyote
volleyball team, Laura Isbell and
Lissa McDonald, have been
named to the Coll^ate Volleyball
Coaches Association All-West
R^ion Team.
The two will pick up their
award at the All Sports Banquet in
April where they will also find out
the winners of Most Valuable
Player awards.
Lissa graduated from Redlands
High School after living in
Germany with her family. Her
father is in the air force.
Laura graduated from Culver
High
Ricks College in Idaho before
transferring to CSUSB. While in
idahp she broke her arm the
second day of practice so she
xuldn't play on the team there.
This gave her the opportunity to
realize she didn't really want to go
to school there.
Both girls were also nominated
Ail-American. Laura was most
valuable player in 1985, and on
the All-Tournament Team for
Whittier and CSUSB in 1986.
Laura was captain in 1985 and
1986. She was also on CSUSB
All-Toumament Team in 1986.
Both girls live together with two
other members of the team. Lissa is
a biology major and plans to be a
mortician. She wanted to be a
coroner but decided it was too
much school so "being a mortician
was the next best morbid thing,"
according to Laura. Laura's major
is health science, she plans on
being an industrial hygienist. She
may come back to CSUSB to
complete her Masters and
continue playing volleyball.

University President
Anthony Evans speaks
during the "President's
Forum." held last
Wednesday in the Student
Union.
Photos by Mary Anne
Gotheridge

Laura has two years left to play
and Lissa has one. Both girls are
presently juniors.
Laura said that the award was
exciting to receive. It's awarded
after the coaches nominate players
on their hitting percentage, scoring
percentage and areas they look at.
Laura is a setter and middle hitter
and Lissa is an outside hitter. Not
only is this an honor because the
coaches pick the winners, but also
because it includes all states west
of the Mississippi River, which is a
large region.
The girls didn't find out they
had received the award until after
the season so their wasn't really an
• rtipporttmity 'for-mQrrtrf the other
players to be jealous. Not only that
but the two live with half the team
which consists of only 8 girls this
year. A team usually consists of 12
players. Last years team had 15 so
there were more problems than
this year.
In their free time both girls like
to play volleyball, of course, and
wajlyball. This is the same thing as
volleyball except you play it inside
a racquetball court. They also
enjoy snow skiing. Lissa is an
Alpha Phi. Starting in the month
of March both will be working for
an outreach program for the local
high schools and junior highs. This
will consist of a 10 week work
shop two nights a week here on
campus.

:'i I

Next year the girls volleyball
team will be in a league, as they
weren't this year. Included in this
league will be the San Diego and
San Francisco area. Being in a
league allows the team the chance
to go to r^ionals if they win their
league.

An
Onasch Smash
CSUSB tennis player
Leann Onasch played
doubles during a match
against UCR last
Wednesday.
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Tractice makes perfecL'
Raise your hands who dare say that they haven't heard or
read that aged phrase
Does practice form accuracy? We all have a quiet knowing that
perfection doesn't seem practicable and near perfection depends
upon what you are practicing.
Some people seem to be naturals at almost everything, at least
as we see it from our ken. They need little exercise in habit
and practice to achieve.
In what am I near perfect? Extemporaneously I can't think of a
thing except in loving life and living.
After all is said and done perhaps that is what it is best to
' be near perfect as if that man-made goal, "perfection," is your
cup of tea.
Go for it!
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Newspaper Director Speaks
to Marketing Association
by Greg Tintpany
Special to the Cknmkk

Mr. Bob Boisson came to San
Bernardino last summer to take
over the position of Director of
Research and Promotions for the
Sun-Telegram. His previous
position was with another Gannett
enterprise, USA Today. Little did
he know that the San Bernardino
county market was one of the most
complex in the country.
Mr. Boisson explained his duties
to members of the Cal State
Marketing Association at their
February 3rd meeting. According
to Mr. Boisson, "the San
Bemardino mari^ is one
the
most complex in the country due
to its demt^aphic diversity. There
are highs and lows in all
demc^aphics, including income
and education. San Bemardino
count/s diversity makes it a
microcosom of the United States."
This complex market is nothing
new for Gannett owned
newspapers, like the Sun.
"Gannett is a very a^essive
marketer, and has the money to
throw into competitive markets,"
Mr. Boisson said As Director of
Research and Promotions, he
spends much of his time analyzing
research data and preparing
promotions for the general
circulation, and for specific
advertisers.

seeking out weaknesses in its
competitors and developing new
products or services to exploit
those weaknesses. The Sun is
doing this in the Victorville area.
There is a large commuter base
in the High Desert The major
paper in the Victorville area is an
afternoon paper that delivers from
Sunday to Friday. Our research
says that readers like to have their
papers before they begin their
commute, and they like to have a
Saturday paper. We developed a
simple but effective slogan, "W ake
Up With The Sun." This slogan,
along with others, are helping the
Sun to successfully enter markets
like the High Desert

Mr. Boisson's duties require
him to work most closely with the
Sun's two revenue centers;
Circulation and Advertising.
According to Mr. Boisson,"a
newspaper's revenue is split about
70>30 in &vor of advertising. In
fact, most Circulation departments
cannot pay for themselves."
To help increase circulation
revenue the Sun has adopted more
promotions, such as Word Quest.
Mr. Boisson expects to use more
reader oriented promotions in the
future. "Newspapers are
competing with TV, radio, and
magazines, to do th^ effectively,
promotions are a neccessity."
According to Mr. Boisson, the
Sun's main advertising
competition comes from directmail outfits. The Sun has
developed several advertising
supplements geared towards
individual advertisers such as KMART. Other special supple
ments that Mr. Boisson oversees
are the Sun's Saturday Auto Mart
section and Sunday's Real Estate
section. "The staff of the research
and promotions department
handles all the writing on these
two special sections," Mr. Boisson
said.
In a very competitive market,
businesses have to stay one step
ahead of the competition to stay
profitable. For the Sun this means

"The Sun has more loyal
readership of any Gannett
newspapei^, replied Mr. Boisson.
He said that may be difficult to
bang on to because of the rapidly
growing market in the Inland
Empire. He also said that new
residents generally do not adopt a
newspaper until they feel a sense of
community spirit
So in addition to the Sun's other
promotional programs, they have
spent a great deal of time
develo^ng community oriented
events, including charity events.
These include fundraisers for the
Gannett Foundation's Lend-AHand prc^am.
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Library Acquires Significant
Reference Set for Students
by Beverly Ryan
The Pfou Library has recently
acquired a new and significant
reference set. Now available in the
reference section is the
Encyclopedia of the American
Constitution(Ref KF 4548 E53
1986 v.1-4), a "scholarly and
patriotic enterprise to commem
orate the bicentenial" of the
Constitution. The 2100 articles in
the four volume encyclopedia
bridge the disciplines of political
science, law and history. The
encyclopedia was edited by
Leonard W. Levy of the
Claremont Graduate School,
Kenneth L. Karst of UCLA, and
Dennis J. Mahoney of the political
science department here at
CSUSB. Another of our faculty,
Edward Erler, professor of
political science, contributed
several articles.
The entries, which vary in
length from short definitions to
6000 word articles, fall into five
subject cat^ories. These include
concepts of constitutional law.

judicial decisions, historical
periods, public acts that have
affected constitutional law, and
people. All entries are signed by
the author and most have
bibliographies for further research.
The articles are both informative
and easy to read which makes the
encyclopedia good for research
and fact finding, or for browsing.
To help the reader make
efficient use of the encyclopedia, it
has a subject index, a name index,
and a case index to judicial
decisions discussed in the text at
the end of the last volume. There
are also several appedices
including the text of the text of the
Constitution, a glossary of terms,
and two chronologies.
This encyclopedia will be useful
to students looking for
information on the history and
significance of basic tenents of law,
judicial decisions, and changes
that have taken place over the
years in the interpretation and
application of the United States
Constitution.

Atwell Named Outstanding
Cal State Professor
Kim Schnepp
Dr. Margaret Atwdl, associate
professor of education and chair of
the Department of Graduate
Prc^ams in education, has been
chosen as San Bemardinocampus'
outstandii^ professor for 1986^7.
Dr. Atwell will represent the
university in the CSU-widc
competition sponsored by the
Board of Trustees. The selection
committee is composed of faculty,
students and alumni. The fniraary
criterion used in selecting the
recipient is teachii^.
After completing her education
at Indiana University, Dr. Atwell
joined CSUSB in 1981. She is a
specialist in reading and
psycholinguistics. She had anearly interest in writing, and
recieved a B.A. in journalism, with
a doctoral specialization in
reading. She combines these two
interests in her research on the
interrelationship between reading
and writing.

Dr. Atwell has an interest in
adolescent literature. She was
assistant director of the Leamii^
Skills Center and worked with
college students at Indiana
University.
She conducted a seminar here
on campus through Studrat
Affirmative Action, for returning
women students, to assist them in
organizing themselves to the
readjustment of coU^e learning.
Dr. Atwell also was involved
in expanding the reading dinic for
public school students which is
conducted as a practicum for M.A
students in the reading opticm.
The reading option is relatively
small at CSUSB. This enables her
to be better aquainted with the
students, which she really enjoys.
Dr. Atwell is now in her second
year as chair of one of two
departments in the School of
Education. She has recieved
faculty professional development
grants to continue her research.

Temporary Classrooms
Constructed

See the improved Kings cis they take on
the always tough Philadelphia Flyers,
transportation is provided to and from
the game. Leave CSUSB at 5:00.
SIGN UP STUDENT UNION DESK

by Shama Wilson
To accomodate the increase in
students, four new temporary
classroom structures are being
installed on an underdeveloped
site north of the Pfau Library and
east of the Biological Sciences
Building. The structure will
accomodate up to 552 full-time
equivalent students and should be
completed by the fall of 1987.
When the Classroom/ Student
Services/ Faculty Office Building
currently under construction is
completed in 1990, these
temporary units will be removed
from oamniK

According to William Shum,
Director of Facility Planning, the
campus is facing a deficit in the
classroom, and the much needed
units were exempted from a 1972
moratorium which was placed on
the leasing of temporary facilities.
Funding for these structures,
which will cost an estimated
$95,000 a year, will come from the
Trustees budget.
The unit will cover 3,840 gross
square feet, with- each unit being
24x40, and two of the units will be
subdivided into two classrooms to
Tn»*imi7P thp availahli^
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Family
Players
Perform
The fourth concert in the
Intimate Performances Series will
be presented on Saturday evening,
February 28th at 8:15 pm. in the
Recital Hall of the Creative Arts
Building here on campus. The
Preucil Family Players will present
a prc^am of music for string
instruments. They bring a new
dimension to ensemble playing.
Violinist and father, WilliamSr., is
joined by family members Doris,
William Jr. (the Concertmaster of
the Atlantic Symphony) and
Jeanne on the Violin, Walter on
the cello and Anne on a harp to
present an evening of varied and
delightful music.
Commenting on their 1980
Cam^ie Hall debut, the New
York Times wrote: HThe family's
dignified rapport—despite the age
differential, they treat one another
as artists equal—was itself a
pleasure to observe."
In addition to the Saturday
evening concert, the group will be
in residence here on Friday when
they present two childrens'
concerts, one at 10:00 a.m. and
one at 1:00 p.m. For these
programs, children from local
schools will be bused in to attend.

Reagan Forms
Christa McAulijfe
Fellowship
Program
Among the higher education
programs proposed for
elimination by President R^an
in his recent budget request is the
Christa McAuliffe Fellowship
Program for Outstanding
Teachers. The $2 million program,
renamed by Congress after the
teacher who died aboard the space
shuttle Challenger Jan.28 of last
year, provides stipends for
exempli teachers so they can
take sabbaticals to upgrade their
professional skills.

Carter on Trial
for CIA Protest
A Massachusetts District Court
judge last week scheduled Brown
University student Amy Carter to
go on trial April 6 for her role in
the Nov. 24 anti-CIA
demonstration at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst Carter
and 19 of the 60 students arrested
with her have opted for a jury trial
. Under an agreement reached
with the district attorney, the
students will be allowed to bring in
expert witnesses such as former
CIA agent John Stockwell and
activist Daniel EUsberg in order to
mount a so-called "necessity
defense."

February 18, 1987

Mexico City Students
Protest Policy Reforms
Mexico City - An estimated
250,000students massed in the
capital city's main square in a Jan.
23 protest over recent reforms at
the National Autonomous
University of Mexico. The reforms
include rai^ tuition and other
differentiated policies that the
students say will make the school
elitist
Beijing - Lin Jie, a student at
Tianjin University), was arrested
for "providing intelligence" to an
American reporter, authorities
said last week. The student was
accused of "secret collusion" with
Lawrence Macdonald, a reporter
for the French news agency
Agence France-Presse, who broke
the story last month of student
protests the the University) of

University
to Sponsor
Broadway
Salute
The California State University of
San Bernardino issponsoring "The
Maurice Smallwood Production
Incorporated", ,and 'The
Magnificent Vocalist Marcelle
Block." The Maurice Smallwood
production will salute the fabulous
Broadway musicals: "Victor,
Victoria," "All That Jazz," and the
enchanting, "Cats." Our special
guest, Marcelle Block, will
perform excerpts from "The Wiz."
This musical extravaganza will
take place February 20, 1987,
from 8:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the
C.S.U.S.B. Student Union Multi
purpose Room (SUMP). Tickets
are $5.00 each, and will be
available at the Student Union
front desk. For ticket information,
please call, (714)887-7757. Don't
miss this spectacular event!

CSV SB
Enrollment
Stands at

7271
The winter quarter student
body officially numbers 7271
persons, an increase of 14.3
percent over the same term a year
earlier, R^trar Jo Ann Von
Wald reports. The census date
figures show the traditional drop
from fall quarter to be only 2.32
percent, the lowest drop in
students in the last six years.
The PTE (full-time equivalent)
figure for winter quarter 1987 is
5371.7 students, a drop of 3.12
percent from fall quarter but still
12.62 percent h^her than winter
1986. The FTE figure is the basis
for the university's budget
calculations.

Science and Technology in Hefei.
The story touched off a monthlong
series of student demostrations in
other cities, leading to a purge of
"pro-Western" ofiBcials in the
Chinese government Authorities
did not say what sort of
information the student all^edly
gave Macdonald or whether any
action would be taken against the
reporter.
Beirut - An estimated 1,000
students marched through West
Beirut Jan. 26 in protest of the Jan.
24 kidnapping of four professors
from Beirut University College.
Three of the four were Americans:
Alan Steen, 48, Jesse Turner, 53,
and Robert Polhill, 53; and one
Indian-born US resident,
Mithileshwar Singh.

Teacher
Workshop
Held
At long last student teachers
will have an opportunity to find
out what happens in the interview
with school district personnel. The
Career Planning and Placement
Center is proud to announce that
they will sponsor a Teacher
Interviewing Workshop in the
Lower Commons(104) in the
Panorama Room on Thursday
February 19, 1987 from 3:00 5:00pm. The speaker will be Dr.
Dan King, Director of Certificated
Personnel for the San Bernardino
City Unified School District. He
will discuss what personnel people
look for in an interview, what
questions are asked and what
makes him remember a candidate
favorably. At that time, he will
field questions.
This LS a special chance for
. student teachers and those about
to become student teachers to save
up all their questions and come ask
them anonymously. Don't miss
this terrific opportunity to get
ahead in the job market.
If you have any questions prior
to the session, call j.ynn Moss at
887-7551.

Henderson to
Again Teach
Gay Studies
Cla® in Spring
Dr. Craig Henderson will ^ain
be teaching the Gay Studies class,
"The Psychology of Gays and
Lesbians." Psychology 349 will
cover many areas of psychology,
sociology, anthropology, history,
law, religion, media and literature.
It is based on discussion and
interaction. More than just an
academic class, it's a growth
experience.
The class will be held in the
spring quarter, b^inning April 7
to June 18,Tuesday and Thursday
evenings 6-8pm.

CSU Fall '87'
Admissions Up
San Diego State University
Applications for admission to
the California State University with 22,786 has recieved the
from first time freshmen are largest number, followed by Cal
running alm(»t 18 percent above Poly San Luis Obispo (12,729),
last year, according to an CSU Northridge (12,159), and
announcement by CSU CSU Long Beach (10,513).
San Diego State University
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
The 19 CSU campuses have announced that it was closed to
reported receiving 78,850 further Fall 1987 applicants.
applications from freshmen as of Northridge is closed to first-time
february 1, compared to 66,981 freshmen applicants, and San Luis
for the same time last year. Obispo is closed in most programs.
"We are experiencing Most other CSU campuses are still
continued high levels of interest in receiving applications for the fall
our programs," Chancellor 1987 term.
Reynolds said, "and we are doing
Prospective applicants to any of
all we can to accomodate all
the
Csu campuses should
digible persons."
Applications at all class levels telephone the admissions office at
are also ahead of last year-by any CSU campus for the latest
almost 15 percent-with 121352 information about applications
procedures.
applications recorded

by Kiwi Carmen
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Exercise is Psychologically Addictive

the

by Sunnie Bell
Huft huffl Puff, puff! No, this
isn*t a repeat of last week'scolumn
on smoking! On the contrary,
these puffs are of good kind...good
for you and kind to your body.
The subject is physical exercise.
Now that I have finished huffing
and puffing from my workout, let's
disc^ some facts about exercise.
One Key word these days is
fitness; it means that your
particular body shape, your ability
to resist disease, the functioning of
your bodfly cwgans, your muscle
strength, and your ability to
sustain high levels of energy output
are within optimum ranges that
are geared specifically to you. Oh,
but I didn't make up the fact that
regular physical exercise helps to
create fitness. In fact, here's a good
item to remember: it is said that for
every one hour of physical exercise
you do, you can add three hours to
your expected lifespan. 1 like that!
Here are some specifics that will
help you decide how important
fitness is to you. One half of the
American ^ult population is
overweight or obese (greater than
20% more than ideal body weight).
Obese people have two times the
rate of coronary artery disease.
Exercise redhces ob^ity and
lowers blood levels of cholesterol
which in turn reduces risk of high
blood pressure and heart disease.
Even if you'd like to lose weight
and aren't particularly concemed
about the health effects of your
obesity, it's good to know that

exercise helps to prevent a
dropping metabolic rate while
dieting. Decreased caloric intake
signals the body that starvation
possible; the body then goes into a
metabolic cycle of lowering its
needs to meet the intake. How
depressing! It's true that the less
you eat the less you need! Well,
there is a way out of this...we can
reclaim our previous caloric needs

able to quit or drastically cut down
numbers of cigarettes smoked. By
substituting negative addiction
with positive addiction, they not
only decrease the dangers of
smoking but they increase their life
expectancies.

protector against osteoporosis...
you remember the lady in the TV
commercial who starts out young
and progresses to a hunched over
old woman by the lime she gets
across the screen...it's not only
because of the calcium that they
want you to buy (nothing wrong
with that, by the way) but also
because she didn't exercise her
bones became porous. Exercise is

doing Jazzercise for several years
and have rotated through both
sides of the hypothesis many times.
It's a one hour session with ^ooMt
twenty five minutes devoid to
aerobics (a heart, lung, and
circulatory system workout). If
I'm doing it regularly, I have no
Physical exercise, by reducing
trouble getting myself there; I
blood levels of catecholamines,
enjoy the full hour and don't
reduces stress. It also has been
watch the clock; and 1 feel great
when I'm finished . . . proud of
myselfand energetically up. There
are so many exercise programs
tee, wo... ioo uook
OOK'T SOO KhiOtii TrtAt
SOO aiA'T P066I6LS ^
WOu)
MU6CUe.6
available now ... for Jazzercise
If
feyeR
UKE A GLOOMS 606
W M»6eRA6li. A6 SOO
PvCtUAT
near the university (at 40th and
LOOK!
WT A 6WU.t to 6NUte TAAtJ w
Sierra Way) call 800-962-9200.
To
fROuihlT/
OM1U06E CvmS CUfeK.6l
Also, there is a faculty exercise
program each MondayWednesday-Friday from noon to
1 p.m. Call the Student Health
Center for details. If you can't get
in on a planned program, one
beauty of exercise is that you can
do it alone, too. Make your own
by exercising. Hallelujah! Exercise
shown to decrease needs for
also being studied in relation to its
plan!
also gives an increased sense of
insuling in diabetics because it
potential for cancer protection.
Above all, remember to gear
personal self control whether or
increases tli^ effectiveness.: for
With, all iim evkleiteer-you- ; your program-to-your"oviyi needs
not you are trying to lose weight.
celllular insulin receptors. It
really can't argue too hard against
and abilities, avoid injury by
And if, like so many of us you are,
decreases the platelet adhesive
it ... so why is it so difficult at
wearing proper clothing and
even if you grossly overeat one
index...whal, what? Well, in other
times to get out and do it? My
shoes, and check it out with a
day, you can get out to the gym the
terminology that means that your
answer to this is based on a longdoctor if you have any questions
next day...work off those calories
blood probably won't clot inside
term empirical study with a
about your physical limitations.
and help yourself get back in the
your veins when you don't want it
sample of one... myself, of course.
Make a psychological commit
right frame of mind practically
to. You'll have less of a chance of
Here is my hypothesis: The more
ment right up front so that you'll
immediately.
having a stroke or heart attack.
regularly you exercise, the easier it
be sure to stick with it long enough
Maybe that's not too meaningful
is to get out and do it; the less
to see and feel some results. Get
That's not all! Exercise tends to
to you right now, but itsure will be
regularly you exercise, the easier it
started right awa>' and begin
help you make improvement in
later on when strokes and heart
is to stay home. An internal battle
earning those extra three hour
other lifestyle behaviors, too. For
disease are your number one risk
ensues that frequently ends in
segments . . . they could mean
example, it has been found that
factor for dying. Exercise is also
staying home as a couch potato to
something to you sooner than you
many smokers who exercise are
receiving much current study as a
waldi Oprah Winfrey. Tve been
think!

Drabble

by Fagan

Grants Available For Marin Students
State University students who
are residents of Marin County may
be eligible for grants of $500 to
$1300 for the 1987-88 school year
from the Marin Educational

Foundation. Applications are now
available at the financial aid office.
Last year 628 Marin students at
colleges, universities and
vocational-technical schools

p. O. Box 8330, San Bernardino, CA 92412

INLAND AIDS PROJECT was'formed by a group of concerned
citizens of the Inland Empire who want to reduce theimpact of AIDS
on our community and especially on persons with AIDS.
INLAND AIDS PROJECT provides:
-Professional and peer counseling for persons with AIE^
-Confidential referrals for HTLV III Antibody test
—Speakers on a variety of subjects relating to AIDS
—Opportunities for citizens to become volunteers
In this health crisis, there are needs for positive social growth. We
must give emotional and financial support to those who have or are at
risk of AIDS, and foster a community network to provide a
supportive atmosphere.
WE ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
For more information calk

(714) 784-AIDS or 820-AIDS

throughout the United States
received Marin Educational
Grants totalling more than
$800,000. Of these grants, 149
were CSU students. Grants are
based on financial need, and the
deadline for submitting
applications is April 1, 1987.
You are eligible to apply for a
Marin Educational Grant if you
meet the residency requirements;
will be enrolled, on at least a halftime basis, in an undergraduate
program leading to a degree; and
apply for all federal and school aid

by the required deadlines. All
applicants must complete the
SAAC and the Marin Educational
Grant application.
Foundation grants are also
available for Marin CSU students
pursuing graduate study and nondegree vocational-technical
programs. For information and
applications contact your financial
aid office or the Marin
Educational Foundation, 1010 B
Street, Suite 300, San Rafael,
California 94901, (415) 4594240.

-Faculty Artist
Series Recital
Professors Jerrold Fritchard,
Flute, and Anthony Lupica,
Guitar, will present a joint recital
as part of the Department's
Faculty Artist Series on Sunday,
February 22, 1987. The recital
will take place in the Recital Hall
of the Creative Arts Building here
on campus. Tickets for the event
are $5 for adults and $3 for
students and senior citizens with
proper ID.
Contact Dr. Fritchard at EX
7521 for more details.

TDD Units Awarded
by Eric Grunewald
Five Telephone Devices for the
Deaf (TDD's) have been panted
to California State University, San
Bernardino, according to
Rebeccah Warren, Academic
Support Services Coordinator.
The five TDD's have been
awarded to CSUSB by the Public
Utilities Commission of the state of

California.
The portable TDD units accept
and display typewritten messages
instead of verbal responses.
According to Warren, "We now
have the five
units, and are
currently training people to use
them before they are placed on
campus."
The locations on campus for the
TDD unitv nra th/>

Records Office, Advising
Center/Evening Services, Housing
Office/Serrano Village, and at the
Services for Students with
Disabilities Resource Room.
The Services for Students with
Disabilities located in PL 101,
welcomes the chance to
demonstrate the TDD units,"
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Hendricks: Likes CSUSB Challenge
by C.J. Hasenjager
Dr. Beverly Hendricks was
attracted to Cal State San
Bernardino by the opportunity to
be a part of the growth and chwge
the university is experiencing.
*1 thought with the campus in a
growing spurt as it is, that there
would be a lot of opportunities to
see things happen in the right way,
to mold things into some kind of
new form," she explained. 'I
sought the challenge to manage
crisis growth, which is what we're
in.'

Dr. Beverfy HeHdrtcks Attracted by Cal State, San Bernardino's
growth.

'Whether there are six or 60
students in a class, the kilm cost
the same to run,' she explained.
'You can't budget the arts the
same way you do other areas.'
State budgeting is driven by a fulltime equivalent student formula,
so outside monies are essential to
supplement state funds.
Dr. Hendricks describes her job
of dean as a mid-level manager.
She says there is a danger of being
squashed between the administra
tion and the faculty. Anticipating
the needs of the f^Ity and being
prepared for the objectives that the
administration hands down is her
defense.

Dr. Hendricks took over last
September as the dean of the
School of Humanities. She entered
the Cal State system in 1971 as a
professor at Los Angeles and has
worked on three other campuses.
Most recently, she was at Cal State
Northridge as an Associate Vice
President for graduate studies,
international programs, and
research.

A colleague of Dr. Hendricks'
for many years at Cal State, L.A.,
Dr. Keith Henning,says she is well
suited for the job. He emphasized
her 'people' skills and ability to
listen to people and make them
feel that she cares about them as
individuals.

As the dean of humanities, she is
involved in budget and fkculty
management as well as promotion
of the arts. The cultural activities
dq^d on the
community as audiences and for
financial support.

' Beverly has a broad
background in linguistics, theatre,
speech arts and is interested in a lot
of different things, so she is not
narrow,' Henning commented.
She has the cheerleading skillsand

interests that a dean needs to deal
with personnel and morale issues.
Dr. Hendricks grew up in
Wisconsin 'before television
isolated people from their
neighbors.' An experienced
horsewoman, she started riding as
a member ofa mounted Girl Scout
troop. She says her childhood left
her naive, but credits her
background with teaching her the
value of people.
After graduating from the
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, with a bachelor's degree
in English and secondary
education, she obtained her
master's and doctorate from
Northwestern University. Her
master's is in oral interpretation
and her doctorate in speech
communication education.
After two and a half months as
dean, she has a definite idea of how
she would like to see the School of
Humanities run. As a 'communi
cations type' (as she describes
herself), she wants everyone in the
school to know what is going on.
Her immediate goals for the
school are better organization with
less duplication of energy. In the

(Please see Page 10)

Costs are High in Private Schools
by Matt Pollack
Are you a high school student
and plan to go on tocoU^e? Have
you decided on which school you
want to attend? If you are an
unde^raduate student at a college
and plan to go to graduate school,
have you decided where to go?
Maybe you have considered
attenthng a private institution
because the cU^ size at a private
school is smaller. Or maybe you
want to go to a certain private
coll^ because of its outstanding
reputation in an academic
program.
If either one of these possibilities
are the case, do you know what it
will cost you to attend a private
institution? If you have an idea of
what the expense will be, do you
know how you are going to pay for
it?
Besides being academically
qualified to go to a private collie,
you should carefully consider the
financial qualifications. The cost
of attending a private institution
weighs as heavy as having the
grades to get in. This problem is
not new, but with the econiomic
inflation of the past decade, it has
grown worse.
When my father, Ed Pollack,
finished his graduate studies at the
University of Southern California
in 1970, the costs were considered
expensive. He paid $70 a unit for

Layout/Design by
CdmiTHinlcation 051 sfudent
ElrondG. Lawrence.

tuition while commuting from
Covina to Los Angeles for two
years.
Although m^ mother worked
full-time at the California State
Contractor's Board, hersalary was
not enough to cover living
expenses and my father's
education. This forc^ my father
to take a loan firom the C^ifomia
Veteran Association for $1,500
during each of the two years.
The loan only helped to pay for
our living expenses. However, my

California that were offering an
MSW (Master's D^ee in social
work)-^an Di^o State and

use.'

He said that going to San Diego
State would have necessitated a
great amount of travel or a move
from Covina. This meant that my
mother would of had to look for
another job. So, San Diego State
was eliminated.
My father stated that he was a
little wary of going to the private
school at first because of all of the
academic publicity it had received.

"The costof QfTending Q private iDstituficxt weighs
heovy as having the grodes to get in."

OS

father studied diligently his first
year at USC and was awarded a
federal grant for his second year.
The grant money paid for his
tuition and some other college
expenses.
Although thegrant helped o^t
some of the costs, it took my
parents until 1980 to pay off the
loans that they took. Why did my
father choose USC over a public
coU^e? After all, he received his
bachelor's degree at Cal State Los
Angeles.
'In the field I chose (social
work), you go where you are
accepted,' my father explained.
'At the time (1968), there were
only two schools in Southern

His worst fears were dispelled,
though, when he discovered that
the campus had 'more of a relaxed
setting.'
He also liked the classroom
format at USC. The class sizes
were smaller, usually consisting of
. 30 students or less. My father said
that this made the courses feel
informal and encouraged more
stiulent partipation.
There were times when we
would go to the professor's house
to do a follow-up on a class
assignment or class material,' he
said.
Mark Williams, whose father is
a United Parcel driver, attends the
University of San Diego.

Because it costs $13,500 per
year to go to USD, Williams said
he almost decided on going to a
public college. However, he
received a scholarship in high
school and it pays for $700 of his
expenses each year. His parents
pay the remain^.
The accounting major said that
USD has 8,000 undergraduate
students and the average niass size
is between 25 and 35 people.
'It's definitely a benefit; you get
individual help (academic),' he
said. This madces you feel like a
part of the university; you're not
just another face in the crowd.'
Rich Heinich goes to school at
USC. Tuition and living expenses
combined would have cost his
parents close to $14,000 a year.
Heinick said his family moved
from Apple Valley to Los Angeles
in the f^l of 1985 so he could live
at home while going to coU^e.
Kevin Kennedy, whose fathei
operates a State Farm Insurance
outlet in Apple Valley, attends
Pepperdine University in Malibu,
California.
Kennedy stated that he wanted
to go to Pepperdine because their
business school had a very good
reputation. The business
administration major said that he
was not sure if he would be able to
go there because of the high cost.
'My parents told me that I
shouldn't let the cost influence my
decision,' Kennedy said. He also
said that his parents pay for all ol
his educational costs.

According to the Pepperdine
1986-87 catalog, the yearly
expense of attending college is
$7,500 a trimester. This is for
students who take 12 or more
units of classes. The university
diarges $425 a unit to students
who take less then 12 units and
room and board is an additional

$2,100.

The $7,500 price includes
educational costs as well as room
and board. For people who attend
the fall and spring trimesters, the
cost is over $15,000 and isdoseto
$20,000 for those who attend
classes during the summer.
Kennedy is taking 11 units and
said that his parents are paying
over $6,500 this trimester. He also
said that he plans to take classes

(PleMe see Page 10)

Kaleidoscope is published
weekly by the Department of
Communication to augment
classroom instruction. Inquiries
and comments may be addressed
to Kaleidoscope, care of the
Department of Communication,
California State University, San
Bernardino, 5500 University
Parkway, San Bernardino,
California 92407.
Dianne Hamre, editor
Elaine Patrick, photography
Sue Barcus, photography
John Kaufman, advisor
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DOWN
1. Mother (slang)
2. Form of be
3. Back out
4. Close in
5. Stadium
6. Perform
7. Uncle (Prov. Eng.)
8. State
9. Former
10. Indicating ileum
(comb. fonn>
11. Daughters of the
American Revolution
(abbr.)
16. Veer
18. Goal
20. Edge
ai. Group I
23. Flower
25. Male deer
27. Flavor
28. Knowledgeable
30. Unhappy
32. Fairy
36. Sack
38. Clubbed
41. Carefully
43. Chart
45. Luggage
47. Age
49. Flower
52. Numb^
54. Carol
55. Relative (slang)
56. Feline
57. Bed
59. Edu. Group (abbr.)
60. Ever (Pocdc)
63. Exclamation

22. Wise
24. Help
26. Tableland
29. Udllzen
31. The Raven (Poet)
33. Green
34. Inanimate pronoan
35. Price
37. Tree
39. Eastern State (abbr.)
40. Number
42. Water barrier
44. Pro
46. Great Lake
48. Rove
50. Concern
51. Against
53. Jury
55. Beautiful View
58. Used as medicine
61. Var. of -al (suf.)
62. Hanging rope
64. Watch
65 Pig Pen
66. Anti-knock fluid
67. Auricle
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Financing Colleges! Cont. from Page Eight
during the summer of 1987.
He said that he like attending
Pepperdine because of its small
class size.
The majority of my classes
have from 15 to 25 people in
them," Kennedy said. *1 even had
a math class last year with only
eight people in it."
Tom Gorski, who is also
attending Pepperdine, stated that
his parents are paying for his
expenses. He said that since he is
living in an apartment on campus,
the bfll comes close to S7,800 a
trimester.
According to the Pepperdine
catalog, there are a number of
different types of financial aid that
students can apply for. Students
can take loans and apply for
grants. They can also make extra
money by working part-time
while going to school.
- The first type of loan is a
National Direct Student Loan.
This federal loan would pay
$3,000 for the first two years of
coU^e and $6,000 for a students
entire coll^iate program.

A guide on financial assistance
at California colleges stated that
NDSL loans begin repayment six
months after a person ceases to be
at least a part-time student. The
interest on these loans is five
percent simple interest.
Guaranteed Student Loans are
the second type. However, they
require that a student demonstrate
his or her need for financial
assistance if his or her family
income is more than $30,000 per
year.
GSL's wUl lend an undergra
duate student up to $2,500 each
year and up to $12,000 for their
entire undergraduate program.
Graduate students can borrow up
to $3,000 a year. Overall, a
student may not borrow more
than $25,000 for undergraduate
and graduate studies combined
while at Pepperdine.
The interest on this loan is eight
percent simple interest and
repayment goes into effect 60 days
after a person ceases to be at least a
part-time student
The California Loans to Assist

Students program is available at
USD. According to the USD
catalog, CLAS provides $3,000
per year to parents of
undergraduate students to help
offset costs. In addition, they
provide $2,500 per year to
individual undergraduates.
CLAS loans have a simple
interest rate of 12 percent to 14
percent. A combination of GSL
and CSAL loans may not exceed
$2,500 per year, though. Those
who take CSAL loans must start
repayment 60 days after they are
no longer at least a part-time
student.
Students may also apply for
grants in order to take care of
college expenses. The Pell Grant
will pay from $200 to $1,900 of
expenses. However, if a student's
family contributes more than
$1,900 to their expenses, the grant
will not be approved.
Second, there is the
Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant for
undergraduate students. This
covers $200 to $1,000 of the

yearly expenses.
There are also the California
State Grants, known as Cal
Grants. Two types of Cal Grants
are available.
According to the guide on
financial assistance at California
collies, Cal Grant A selects
recipients on the basis of financial
need and grade point average. To
be eligible, students may not have
completed more than a certain
amount of units, quarters,
semesters, or trimesters at the
collie they attend.
At Pepperdine, a student must
not have completed more than six
trimesters to be elibible for Cal
Grant A. The grant awards range
from $600 to $4,000 at
Pepperdine.
Cal Grant B selects beneficiaries
on the basis of financial need. This
grant is awarded to students from
low income families who would
not be able to attend collie
without financial aid. At
Pepperdine, the Cal Grant B
awards ranges up to $3,000 with
living allowances of an additional

$1,200.
Quite like grants, students may
apply for scholarships. High
school students with high grade
point averages (3.6 to 4.0) and
high SAT scores (1100 to1300) or
ACT scares (26 to 30) are eligible
for scholarships.
If students are unable to obtain
a grant or scholarship and do not
want to take a loan, there aie
work-study prc^ams available it
colleges.
I
Some work-study progra.
allow students to work part-tir
on campus while others hai
students working part-time
campus. The off-campus jobs
secured with the collie's studSt
employment office and the type if
work is usually related to ]a
student's field of interest.
'
Now that you are aware of the
possibilities, do you still feel that
you have plann^ your educati(»
thorough!^ If not, then you can
b^n thinking about which route
you are going to take in receiving
an education at a private coU^e.

Hendricks:

n

Cent. From Page Eight
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future she would like to see
performances and exhibitions get
good publicity and better
audiences, areas where some
improvement has been made.

Microwave-Washer/Dryer hookups
and ceiling fans in every i.nit..

Td like to see a lot more crossworkings between the arts and
letters peoide," she said, 'Cross
discipline tods of things and less

*1&2 Bedroom Available
'Swimming Pool
'Recreation Room
'Exercise Room
'Jacuzzi
'Sauna

WET
T-SHIRT

'Lighted Tennis Courts
'Wood Burning Fireplace Available
'Washer & Dryer Available

EVERY
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

'Frost-Free Refrigerators Available
'Large Patios or Balconies w/storage
'Assigned, night-lifted cov'd parking
'Sorry, no pets

MOST

DRINKS

STUDENTS

$|oo

$25 of! rent
per month.

territorial possesiveness, with a
more open sharing oi ideas."
The department chairs have
become a problem-solving group
since she started weekly meetings.
Budgets are published so everyone
knows what everyone el^ is
getting in terms of money. Her
goal, she said, is to have theschool
of humanities nmning like a top.

3 DANCE FLOORS
AFTER HOURS
DANCING
(fri. & sat.)
» 3 DISC JOCKEYS
3 GIANT
METRCVISICN
VIDEO SCREENS
RELAXING
LOUNGE
FULL SERVICE
RESTAURANT
10 BARS
OPEN:

7 Nites a Week

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT

eP.M.TILLZP.M.

Friday & Saturday

eP.M.TILLSA.M.

18 & OVER INVITED
MONDAY

NU-WAVE DANCE CONTEST
ledurpd D-11. Fr ce<. A N Nigni

HOT LEGS CONTEST
SATURDAY

TUESDAY

BATTLE OF THE SEXES

WEDNESDAY

FUNK NIGHT

LIP SYNC CONTEST
...«

18 & OVER INVITED
FRIDAY

Femais Betie' HalfMen s Macho Bed.

SUNDAY

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST

We re Packed'

THURSDAY

MALE EXOTIC SHOW

WED thru SAT.

NEW YORK UNDERGROUND
-- New Ekiienarrirhen' E'Cerience—

i

'CU
1930 College Ave, San Bernardino

(714) 880-1884

MISSION BLVD

I

CLUB
METRO

)682-3322

' (714

5714 Mission Blvd.

MISSION PLAZA SriOPPiNG CENTER

Riverside, CA
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HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Exciting Law-Enforcement
entry positions starting at
$18358.
^ntry exam waived for 3.5
Grads and upper 10%
students).
UNLIMITED FUTURE !!
Call Art Gilbert at
U3. Customs Service
(213)215-2611
OR
See him on campus
2-27-87, from l:30-3pm.
outside Library
Inquire with Placement
Center

MICHELLE Kresse-Van Camp:
Happy 21St Birthday!! I am so
glad that we are GOOD friends!
I hope that this year is your best
one yet! Love Always, Laura

Twelve Cal State Army Officers
Will become Second Lieutenants
in June. Make us part of your
future! Scholarships! 887-9545

A College Degree
and no plans?
Become a

Lawyer's Assistant
A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training

Attn. All Two Wheel Motor
Driven Cycle Owners: It's Time
For Your Cycles "Spring Clean!"
K's Cycle Knows Students Value
Time And Money, So K's Is
Offering $5 Off (Reg.$25) To All
CSUSB Students. For Oil, Filter,
Sc Plugs Clean & Detail! Call 8828278

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

Tuesday, March 1 0 , 1987
a t 1 : 0 0 pm
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
. . . You m a y qualify for this intensive1 4week,
post-graduate course, which enables you
to put your education to work as a skilled
member of the legal team.

HOUSING
Roomate Wante± 3 bedroom,
pool, jacuzzi, $200.00 a month.
862-0855

P l e a s e c o n t a c t t h e C a r e e r Planning
and Placement C e n t e r a t '887-7551

2-4,11,18.

MISC.

For Free Brochure, contact.

Rape crisis volunteers needed to
help survivors of sexual assault in
the Riverside Area. Training
provided. For more information,
contact the Riverside Area Rape
Crisis Center, 686-7273 or Tami
Bakewell, 784-8225. 2-18

^
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
1^ J Lawyer's Assistant Program
^

Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 260-4579

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, color, religion, age. national origin, ancestry, or handicap
in its policies and programs.

NEXT ISSUE:
f

On-campus representftive; have
^ while earning t<^ pay. Call 1800-932-0528." (10-8)

TYPING

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL TYPING:
Neat, accurate & timely.
Reasonable fees. Mrs. Vincent,
882-5398.
Word processing: Whether you
need typing, editing, or word
processing, we can help! We do
term papers, theses, dissertati<»,
resumes. Call us for quidc,
professional results at reasonable
prices. AS YOU LQCE IF. Ask for
792-1411.
A.M./P.M. Typing: Computer
ized editing. IBM compatible.
Save a disk program. Shirley
Lewis, 887-3527.3-11
Expert typing and word
processing service. Serving all
your word processing and typing
needs. Special rates for students.
Call Pam at 882-6502. i-28,3-ii,
High quality, fast dependable
typing service. Call Mrs. Smith.
886-2509 between 9:00 and 1:00
or at 884-5198 other times.(6-6)
Typing- Term papers, reports,
letters, theses, resumes. Will create
resumes to look professional.
Beverly, (714) 825-2659.
RESUMES: Sell yourself.
Experienced writer gathers
extensive data on your
Mid-object ives
resulting in a strong resume. Call
evenings or weekends, 7965276. 3-25

FOR SALE
FOR SALE:
1600 Datsun
Roadster, hard and soft top.
$950.00 673-3912. 2-11.2-18

SKI MAMMOTH- Feb. 6-8 or
March 27-29. Round trip mottM'
coach, 2 nights accomodations.
$150 per person.
GRADS— Go to Hawaii. $454
per person, double occupancy.
June 23-30. Air transportation,
transfers, 7 nights. Lei greeting,
tax, tips and porterage. Contact
HOlsens Tours and Travel. 211
East State, Redlands. 793-2411 or
825-5964.
SKI MONTANA - March 28April 4. No crowds...seven
nights at Big Sky, Montana. All
inclusive package. Close to
Yellowstone. $600.00 Contact:
Hlllsens Tours and Travel. 211
E. State St., Redlands, (714)
793-2411 or 825-5964.
SKI INNSBRUCK— March 1322, 8 nights. Site of 1964 & 1976
Olympic Winter Games. Seven
ni^ts in Innsbruck, one night in
Amsterdam. $875.
CROSSWORD
ANSWERS

fmm
iirnn tnmsmm
mm Ficnna

The Chronicle Survey
What if you
don't get into
the school of
your choice?

COMMOIM
9^

Of course, you may get into
some other school, but why
settle? Prepare for the admis
sions exam you're facingbe it SAT LSAT. GMAT, ORE.
MCAT or others—with
the best test prep company
Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years. Kaplan's
test-taking techniques have
prepared over one million stu
dents. boosi ing their scoring
power and test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to
just any school, when you
can go the one you want"?

4WD TRIP

IKAPLAN

MARCH 14-15

SUNUT N. UnkH {MKATfONU CINTU UO.

%

plAQUES TO all PARTICIPAKITS.

• FOR MORE IMPO SC.E. VEM" lU A.5.
• LIMITED TO

15 VEPICLCS

e87 7M9M -7H98

{WD RECOHMEWDED)

THE WORLDS LEADING
TEST PREP ORGAI>JIZAnON
ENROLLING NOW! Visit
us at our center, 11185
Mountain View Ave.,
no. 161, Loma Linda, Ca
92354. Or call us days,
evenings or weekends. Our
phone number (714) 796-

_ 3727.
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Attention Ail Writers!
The Coyote Chronicle
needs Staff Writers now!

California State University, San Bernardino presents

The Matirke Smallwood
Productions

^
N/

Pay rate has been raised to
80c per column inch!

-fe

TCBTS

Meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 12 noon
If interested call 887-7497 '
or drop by the office located
in the Student Union Building

* • "

ALL THAT J4.ZZ
With special guest performer

(BMatcelle <^tock
February 20,1987
f:-9;30 pm
Student Union Multipurpose Room

ASSURED MIIVI

Tkkcts SS
,
Available at Student Union Front Desk

STORi^GE

For more infoi mation calf 714 867-7757

PJw

(

502 W. 40TH STREET 886-8493

CLEAN OUT YOUR
CLOSETSIIi:
JUST AROUND THE CORNER PROM
CAMPUS
SIZES: 3 x 6 TO 10 x 15
OR
2180
W. HIGHLAND AVE.

SAN BERNARDINO
887-2411
SIZES
5x5 TO 10 X 30

TOul iiiui iiiDii ittunnjunEJiHRiis/ isinr

K A R E N

&

KEVIN
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LAROE
*
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ENOUGH

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 18»1987
7:30 - 11:00
BE THERE!!

*

J

*

IN
m TKE PUB

*
*
*
*
*
*
A
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
A
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A

FOR BOATS
AND CARS

NO
SECURITY DEPOSIT
WE ALSO ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
$ 5.00 OFF ANY UNIT WITH THIS AD.
.v.v.wr.v.v.v.v.v.v.%

